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Abstract Like most bone deficits, mandibular segmental

defects may result from surgical reconstruction due to

congenital deformity, tumor resection, other pathologies,

senescence, trauma, or infection. The goals of mandibular

reconstruction are to restore the mandible’s function and

normal appearance. Clinical methods to restore the mand-

ible typically rely on bone replacement using some com-

bination of bone tissue transfer and metal implants. This

paper reviews the safety, design, and efficacy of metal

implants in general and specifically for the repair of

mandibular segmental defects. These problems include

implant incorporation, implant failure mechanisms (e.g.,

stress concentration, stress shielding), corrosion and toxi-

city, infection, and muscle re-attachment. Finally, this

paper presents the use of porous nickel-titanium (NiTi)

implants for the repair of skeletal defects through the

example of mandibular segmental defects. Resorbable

magnesium, and porous and non-porous NiTi, immobi-

lization hardware are also discussed. These materials

provide new options which may better match the material

properties, and if they can be 3D printed, better match the

shape of surrounding host tissue. These advances might

reduce engrafted bone and metal implant failure and restore

musculoskeletal function for the long term. Patient-specific

hardware and grafting strategies might prove to be useful

tools in determining both the patient’s appearance and

functional outcome following reconstructive muscu-

loskeletal surgery.

Keywords Mandibular segmental defect � Bone fixation �
Additive manufacturing � Stress shielding � Nitinol (NiTi) �
Resorbable metal (Mg alloy)

1 Introduction

This two-part review looks at new metal alloys and metal

fabrication strategies that are likely to benefit future

skeletal implant strategies. In the first part of this review

[1] we surveyed implant metal alloys and part fabrication

strategies from the point of view of standard-of-care

implants for the mandible. Several implant systems were

discussed in order to present general points about metallic

implant incorporation, failure, optimal design, and new

fabrication methods. The second part of this review begins

with a look at the mechanisms by which metallic implants

are incorporated into the surrounding host bone. We next

review the most common reasons why off-the-shelf, as

opposed to patient-matched, metallic implants fail. We

discuss options to improve the design of these implants

through both general and patient-specific changes in

implant geometry and materials that can be used to create

normative stress–strain relationships between the implants

and surrounding tissues, relationships that would preserve
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host bone geometry and muscle mass over the long term.

Finally, we review opportunities for the use of newly

available metals, especially those that have desirable

material properties that were previously unavailable for use

in skeletal implants. These new metals also have the added

benefit that they can be used in additive manufacturing

processes to prepare patient-specific implants.

2 Bone incorporation of, or fixation by, metallic
implants

Metals have unique and often useful bulk, surface, and

biological properties, including biocompatible strain and

heat transduction. Unlike polymers which are often inten-

ded to degrade by hydrolysis or erosion, metals degrade in

the body by either oxidative corrosion or galvanic corro-

sion [2–4]. Additionally, due to the high mechanical

strength and fracture toughness of metals, they are useful

for load-bearing applications. However, there are currently

no FDA-approved metallic implants that are intended to

resorb. As discussed in Sect. 5 of Part 1 of this review, the

possibility of resorbable metallic fracture fixation is the

topic of much research activity [5, 6]. However, in current

standard-of-care metallic implants, it is uniformly desirable

to reduce or eliminate both types of corrosion [7].

The majority of pure metals are not useful because they

rapidly corrode and/or are not biocompatible [8, 9]. As an

example, stainless steel had been the most common material

among the metallic implants due to the low cost and the ease

of fabrication [10, 11]. However, it has a high stiffness (i.e.,

about ten times greater than that of bone) which can lead to

bone resorption due to stress shielding. Additionally, it can

stimulate an inflammatory response where the oxide of

stainless steel becomes conductive [12]. However, several

alloys, especially stainless steel, titanium and magnesium

alloys, provide all of the positive capabilities of metals with

minimal or controllable corrosion. Ti-containing alloys, such

as the commonly used surgical Grade 5 titanium (Ti-6Al-

4V), present low density, a high strength-to-weight ratio,

high biocompatibility, and form an oxide layer to which

bone progenitor cells can strongly adhere. Magnesium has a

density slightly less than bone and is able to function as an

osteoconductive and biodegradable implant material in load

bearing applications. It is important to control the high rate

of corrosion to make it applicable for biomedical applica-

tions [13]. Nickel-titanium (NiTi, Nitinol) has the lowest

modulus of elasticity among all biocompatible metals and

has biomechanical properties similar to bone such as a low

modulus of elasticity and superelasticity behavior [1]. It also

can provide the additional properties of shape memory, force

hysteresis, fatigue resistance, thermal deployment, kink

resistance, and MRI-compatibility. We call attention to the

most important aspect of the shape memory seen in NiTi,

this effect occurs at body temperature (see Sect. 4 of Part 1

of this paper [1]).

Although it is much discussed by researchers, there is

little clinical experience with the use of magnesium alloys

in resorbable bone fixation devices. Currently, the only

metallic implant alloys that have been shown to be bio-

compatible over the long term are cobalt-chromium and

titanium alloys. There is however no long-term advantage

for either of these alloys, including after chemical or other

surface modifications, including in cements, other than

texturing. Bone attaches more quickly to titanium alloys

than to cobalt-chromium alloys [14]. However, surface

texture, in the form of roughness and/or porosity, can

improve implant incorporation [15].

2.1 In vitro and in vivo evidence for solid

and porous nitinol implant integration

The stiffness of an implant can be reduced by adding

engineered porosity [16, 17]. This section highlights the

benefits of added porosity in both NiTi and other Ti-alloy

implants. NiTi is well understood in its common

orthodontic wire and vascular stent applications, but there

is little clinical data on its use in bone immobilization

hardware. Several studies have seen vascular and cellular

activities increase immediately after implanting porous

NiTi, which led to blood clot formation within the pores of

the implant [18, 19]. It is observed that after 4 weeks the

first phase of bone ingrowth is completed and new tra-

becular bone can be observed in the pores of an implant

[20]. The next phase of bone ingrowth includes the stress

induced modeling and remodeling of bony spicules into

trabecular bone (Fig. 1). This stage is affected by the

implant’s mechanical properties, especially its Young’s

Modulus. Kujala et al. [21] studied the effect of porosity on

the osseointegration of porous NiTi implants in the rat

femur. Three specimens with three different porosities and

mean pore size were used. The results as summarized in

Table 1 show that higher porosity leads to more surface

area, which may then lead to more bone contact/integra-

tion. In the case of deep bone ingrowth into resorbable

implants, interconnecting pores are needed to provide the

space for vascular ingrowth, which is required for contin-

ued bone remodeling [22, 23]. Factors such as the stability

and degree of micro-motion between an implant and the

surrounding bone, porosity cross-sectional area, and the

location of the attachment site to the bone (e.g., trabecular

or cortical bone attachment) all affect implant integration

[21, 22]. Studies have shown that excessive relative motion

between a bone and implant at their interface leads to

ingrowth of fibrous connective tissue. The lack of con-

nective tissue at the interface of host bone and implant can
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lead to a lower level of integration and subsequently results

in implant instability. Bruke et al. [24] experimentally

showed that relative micromotion above 75 lm leads to

ingrowth of fibrous tissues. In another study they showed

that a mixture of bone and fibrous tissue can be formed

under relative motion of 40 lm. Kujala et al. [21] studied

the variation in porosity of bone cross-sectional area and

measured the subsequent bone-implant contact. They

showed that an increase in the cross-sectional area of

porosity from 46.8 to 64.5 % can increase the interface

connection between the bone and implant up to 75 % [21].

Osseointegration of an implant can lead to better long-

term fixation, good function, and biocompatibility (More

discussion of osseointegration may be found in Sect. 3.4)

[25]. Assad et al. [26] performed in vivo experiments that

compared un-grafted, porous NiTi and non-porous, but

otherwise standard, Ti-6Al-4V implants (i.e., ‘‘cages’’) in a

mature sheep lumbar spine model for 3, 6, and 12 months.

They did a quantitative analysis of osseointegration by

using radiological fusion outcome. Their results showed an

increasing time-dependent trend of osseointegration from

22 to 38 % in the case of using porous NiTi implants while

porous Titanium (i.e., Ti-6Al-4V) implants showed less

increase in bone osseointegration (23–25 %) [26].

Zhu et al. [22] implanted porous and bulk NiTi alloy con-

structs into a rabbit femur model for 15 weeks. In this study,

no fibrous tissue was found at the interface between the

implants and bone. This was interpreted as direct attachment

of implant and bone. Additionally, histological microscopy

confirms the interpretation of better osseointegration for the

porous NiTi specimens than the bulk NiTi implants.

Another indicator of successful implant integration is

bone apposition. Bone apposition, or appositional growth,

is growth by addition of new layers. This indicates bio-

compatibility of the implant that leads to tissue–implant

interface strength. Textured and porous materials in general

show more bone apposition due to more surface area and

more contact points. The in vivo experiments of Assad

et al. [26] reported above, showed good bone-to-implant

apposition with NiTi implants.

A cytokine release study can be used to investigate the

presence of the toxicity caused by metallic implants.

Habijan et al. [27] measured cytokine release for both

porous and solid NiTi implants fabricated by the selective

laser melting (SLM) 3D printing method. The specimens

were cultured with autologous human Mesenchymal Stem

Cells (hMSCs) and the cell activation was analyzed by

detecting cytokine release. hMSCs were chosen for this

study because they can be easily expanded in vitro and they

Fig. 1 Bone histology: note the distribution of strong (cortical) bone

and the internal spongy (trabecular) bone. The trabecular bone seen to

form initially on textured surfaces and in shallow pores on the surface

of titanium implants is not well-suited to transduce the loads seen

during walking in and around the major joints (i.e., hip, knee, and

spine). Cortical bone is better adapted to transduce these stresses.

Recreating the normally occurring stress–strain trajectories through

the use of metallic implants is a major challenge for the field of

regenerative medicine. (Figure source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

File:Illu_compact_spongy_bone.jpg)

Table 1 Characteristics of porous NiTi and mean bone contact/in-

tegration after implantation in the distal metaphysis of a rat femur for

30 weeks [21]

Measurements Group 1

(n = 14)

Group 2

(n = 4)

Group 3

(n = 15)

% Porosity 66.1 59.2 46.6

% Mean pore size (lm) 259 ± 30 272 ± 17 505 ± 136

% Bone implant contact 51 ± 18 29 ± 13 39 ± 15

Values are given as a mean ± standard deviation (SD)
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can be forced to differentiate into osteoblasts, chondro-

cytes, tenocytes and adipocytes; and, hMSCs maintain their

stemness during expansion. Therefore, in the future,

hMSCs may be a useful part of a cell-based therapy for

bone deficit. Furthermore, hMSCs respond to cytotoxic

influences such as Ni release from a NiTi implant. hMSC

cell activation can be determined by the release of certain

cytokines such as IL-6, IL-8 and VEGF in the presence of

toxic levels of NiCl2 (i.e., nickel leached from the implant).

Habijan et al. [27] observed that the cytokine release pro-

file of samples with different surface morphologies and

different amounts of porosity indicated no sign of cell

activation due to NiCl2 toxicity. According to their results,

nickel release is higher for the case of porous NiTi

(0.258 mg/l) in comparison with that of dense NiTi sam-

ples (0.027 mg/l). Although the level of Ni release is

shown to be increased for the case of porous NiTi, both

porous and dense specimens are significantly lower than

the cytotoxic level of Ni concentration (i.e., release of

25 mg/l).

Liu et al. [28] used porous NiTi in an in vitro study, which

resulted in cell growth on the surface of the material after

8 days of culturing. It was found that surface roughness and

topography strongly affect cell attachment and proliferation.

Histology from this study shows penetration of bone tissue

into the surface of NiTi implants which is similar to other

porous titanium implants (Fig. 2). In addition, Kujala et al.

[21] observed that load bearing implants in rabbits presented

bone tissue that did not penetratemore significantly intoNiTi

implants with increasing porosity from 46.6 to 66.1 %.

These investigators concluded that a pore size of 50–500 lm
is optimal for bone tissue ingrowth under load bearing con-

ditions. Kang et al. [29] performed a similar experiment in a

rabbit model. Bone ingrowth into a porous NiTi implant

increased over time (see Table 2). After 6 weeks this value

reached 78 %.

One of the reasons for the NiTi implants demonstrating

better ingrowth than Ti-6Al-4V implants is the high void

volumes available for bone infilling [26, 30]. The pore

interconnectivity and superelasticity of NiTi give the

implant pump-like and capillary properties which cause

absorption of surrounding fluid. These, in turn, provide the

conditions by which bone progenitor cells and blood vessels

can grow into the implant pores [22, 31, 32]. In other words,

the capillary force controls the transport of fluid through the

pore channels and on the other hand the material’s wetta-

bility affects the velocity of fluid in its capillary spaces. This

Fig. 2 Histological images of

porous NiTi and porous Ti after

15 weeks implantation. a The

penetration of bone tissues into

NiTi and also growth over the

entire surface. b The good

compatibility of Ti. c, d High

magnification of 1 and 2

respectively. c The newly

formed bone tissue inside and

outer pores of porous NiTi and

d as the same manner show this

issue for Ti. [28]

Table 2 Bone ingrowth into porous NiTi [29]

Measurement Specimen at

2 weeks

(n = 10)

Specimen at

4 weeks

(n = 10)

Specimen at

6 weeks

(n = 10)

% Pore area 57.3 ± 5.7 55.4 ± 4.7 55.8 ± 6.4

% Bone area 6.6 ± 2.2 23.7 ± 5.5 44.2 ± 10.5

% Bone ingrowth 11.3 ± 2.7 42.3 ± 6.3 78.3 ± 9.7
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combination, capillary force and wettability, has been

observed to allow bone penetration through the pores into

internal structures of the implant [33]. Thus a porous NiTi

implant is also more bioactive than bulk NiTi due to osteo-

blasts presenting good attachment and proliferation on the

surface of textured and/or porous NiTi implants [22, 34] as

well as the possibility of stiffness matching of the implant to

the adjacent host bone [17].

2.2 Magnesium-based resorbable metals

Mg is a lightweight metal with a density slightly less than

natural bone (1.74 versus 1.8–2.1 g=cm3) in ambient

temperatures [1]. The major disadvantage of using Mg is its

high corrosion rate in the body where it rapidly degrades;

this limits its biocompatible applications [35–38]. If the

corrosion rate can be controlled, Mg can be a good material

for metallic implants because it presents a moderate elastic

modulus of 45 GPa that is similar to cortical bone and can

help avoid stress-shielding effect [1].

One way to control the rate and timing of Mg resorption

is to use other alloying elements in combination with Mg.

Recent studies have shown that non-toxic alloying ele-

ments such as Ca and Zr can significantly decrease the

corrosion rate of Mg alloys [8, 39].

Another way to enhance the corrosion resistance of Mg

alloys is to apply mechanical modifications including deep-

rolling and smoothing of micro-topologic surface features,

and surface treatments such as plasma vapor deposition

(PVD) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [40, 41].

PVD and CVD are the most common types for surface

treatments and they are associated with the deposition of

the vapor phase of protective components (e.g., atoms or

molecules of the metal) onto the substrate [42–44]. In the

CVD technique, during the deposition of solid material

from vapor, a chemical reaction takes place. As an exam-

ple, the diamond like carbon films can be deposited on a

magnesium implant and enhance its biocompatibility fea-

tures [45]. These techniques have been used to deposit

several non-toxic and biocompatible alloy elements (i.e.,

Ti, Zr and Mn) on the Mg. The results showed lower level

of degradation of Mg which make it more suitable for

biomedical applications [46, 47].

3 Implant failure mechanisms

Different reasons may contribute to the failure of metallic

implants that are either caused by the material properties of

the metal (e.g., high stiffness, high corrosion rate and

toxicity) itself or by the exposure of the bone to infected

metal implants (i.e., infection). In this section, we overview

the common reasons for implant failure.

3.1 Stress shielding and stress concentrations

Bone changes its external geometry and internal structure

in response to mechanical forces in a normal biological

process known as bone remodeling. It maintains strength

by modifying calcified tissue mass and geometric proper-

ties in response to the new demands placed by the loading

conditions encountered by the skeleton. Bone remodeling

is a continuous process that balances new bone formation

and selective resorption, complementary processes that

work together to optimize load-bearing function. In

response to variation in local mechanical stimulus, bone

forming cells (osteoblasts) or bone rebsorbing cells (os-

teoclasts) will be activated which effects bone turnover

rate, density, and geometry. Under a new loading regimen,

such as might be imposed following reconstructive surgery,

the process will continue with highly active bone formation

and remodeling rates until stress and strain levels return to

normal [23].

Overly stiff implants alter the distribution of forces in

the attached bone. The implant may shield parts of these

surrounding bones from load and concentrate forces in

other parts (e.g., at the site of fixation hardware screws). If

stress-shielding reduces the load previously seen in areas

around the implant, those areas may remodel in response,

and that may lead to the total amount and density of bone

tissue decreasing (osteopenia). This shielded bone will

become anatomically smaller (external remodeling) and

more porous (internal remodeling), thereby making it

weaker. Additionally, if stress is concentrated in areas that

have not previously been exposed to high loads there can

be damage to the bone that results in fracture. This occurs

when implants continuously transfer load too efficiently to

areas that previously carried less strain. Stiffness-matched

nitinol implants may mitigate this problem (Fig. 3) [48].

Fig. 3 Schematic stress–strain curves of stainless steel, NiTi, and

bone [138].
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Resorption resulting from post-implantation stress

shielding and/or the damage resulting from abnormal stress

concentration can contribute to the loosening of an implant

[30, 49–53]. Loosening of an implant is the most common

long-term complication of hip replacements. After the first

18 months post-surgery, the failure rate leading to revision

after total hip arthroplasty is about 1 % per year [54, 55].

Strain-adaptive bone remodeling theory can predict the

amount of this bone loss or damage [20, 56]. To address

stress shielding and/or stress concentrations, geometry and

stiffness should be considered in the design of an implant.

The geometry of metallic implants has been observed to

significantly change the distribution of stress that normally

occurs in the replaced bone or bone segment such as in the

femur following hip replacement. Most hip implants con-

centrate stress in distal regions of the diaphysis and

transduce little stress to the proximal region of the femur

where it is usually seen under normal conditions. This

results in increasing bone density in the distal region which

reduces axial stem displacement. It not only decreases the

wedge effect of the stem within the diaphysis, but it also

reduces the load on proximal regions. Therefore, bone in

the proximal region of the femur starts to resorb and lose

density (Fig. 4). To address this issue, the implant geom-

etry must be designed to allow normal distribution of the

load throughout the entire length of the cortex. That is,

more of the compressive load must be transferred from the

implant to the adjacent outer cortex, especially at the

proximal end. If this can be achieved, the morphology of

remaining cortical bone would be better maintained and

stress shielding would be diminished. One potential solu-

tion to this problem is an alternate geometry in which a

shorter stem reduces shear stress along the implant-host

bone interface. Using a more proximal junction may also

distribute the load over more of the cortical cross section of

the femur. As a result, stress shielding and interfacial shear

stress (i.e., unhelpful stress concentration) could be

decreased. Cables or other structures have been proposed in

attempts to carry load from the implant to useful locations

in the surrounding bone [20].

Even with optimized implant geometry, material stiff-

ness mismatch, (discussed in Part 1 of this paper [1] and

Shayesteh Moghaddam et al. [17]) with the surrounding

bone can cause failure due to unhelpful stress shielding

and/or stress concentrations [50]. A high stiffness ratio

leads to high shear stress at the host/implant interface and

reduced displacement in the surrounding bone [49]. A

solution to reduce stiffness may be to add porosity to the

implant. A porous surface has proven advantageous over

tight-fitting smooth or cemented implants. Porous implants

offer increased surface area and higher permeability that

increases the level of osseointegration (see Sect. 2.1)

[1, 57–59]. The reason that cemented implants are not as

favorable is that they may transfer high levels of heat into

the body which may cause harmful damage [60]. Addi-

tionally, they offer poor mechanical properties (e.g., tensile

strength) which may lead to the loosening of an implant

regardless of its design [61]. The appropriate surface tex-

ture, pore size, and pore connectivity may facilitate bone

ingrowth, which would lead to higher strength of the

Fig. 4 Hip Implant Mechanical Environment. a Prior to implantation

there is high strain medially just below the head and neck of the

femur. b Following implantation strain is concentrated laterally near

the greater trochanter and distally within the marrow cavity. c The

normal loading pattern corresponds to the high density of bone seen

superomedially just below the implant. d Bone density and cortical

thickness increases in the distal marrow cavity in the 10 year post-

operative X-ray. Note loss of density in the superomedial region

(from: Dr. Andrew New, Director, Apogee Engineering Analysis

Solutions Ltd, Hill House, Chapel Street, New Buckenham, UK,

http://www.med-techinnovation.com/Articles/articles/article/11)
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implant-host interface. However, these surface features can

only result in minor stiffness reduction [62]. In contrast, an

implant with distributed porosity may demonstrate signif-

icantly reduced stiffness [17]. Additionally, the stiffness of

porous materials can be altered and optimized by control-

ling the pore size, pore distribution and pore shape strate-

gically during in the implant’s design [63]. It is worth

noting that an increase in porosity decreases the static and

fatigue strength of an implant, which may be a useful tool

in designing implants or implant components that provide a

smooth modulus gradient across the host-implant interface.

3.2 Corrosion and toxicity risk

The corrosion properties of conventional implant alloys are

well understood [64–66]. In this section, corrosion of the

superelastic alloy NiTi is considered. NiTi corrosion can

lead to release of Ni? ions, which in the human body is a

potential long-term problem for these implants. Nickel is

known to be carcinogenic and has been observed to cause

allergic, cytotoxic, and mutagenic responses [67]. Ion

release can also cause formation of a membrane around the

implant (i.e., implant isolation or ‘‘foreign body

response’’), which prevents or disrupts the integration of

the implant with surrounding bone tissue, a process that

may lead to failure of the implant [68]. Based on conducted

cytotoxicity, sensitization, and genotoxicity tests, it has

been shown that solid NiTi implants do not induce cyto-

toxic, allergic, or genotoxic response nor any sign of cell

lysis or diminishing of cell growth [69]. One reason for this

is that solid implants have less contact surface than porous

implants of the same external dimensions. However, a

layer of passive oxide film (TiO2) resists nickel release and

corrosion [70].

The amount of nickel released from porous NiTi

implants has been observed to be higher than in solid, non-

porous material, perhaps due to the higher surface area

[27, 70–73]. For porous implants and for applications

where mechanical loading may damage the passivation

oxide layer, additional surface modifications and coatings

are possible solutions [69]. Techniques used to protect

against nickel release include electrochemical treatments,

chemical etching, heat treatments, ion implantation, laser

and electron-beam irradiation, and a variety of coatings.

The goal of these techniques is to create uniform, homo-

geneous and thick TiO2-x films, up to *30 lm, on all

external implant surfaces [74].

Li et al. [31] conducted corrosion tests in order to find

the effects of porosity on corrosion. Three different sam-

ples were used with porosity of 50.2, 55.1, and 60.4 %

rendered by a combustion synthesis method. These exper-

iments were done at 37 �C in a constant temperature bath.

The potentiodynamic polarization curves of porous NiTi

with Hank’s physiological solutions indicate that by

increasing porosity, the corrosion resistance of porous NiTi

is decreased. This is due to a larger surface area that results

from pores [31]. Habijan et al. [27] performed experiments

on porous and solid, non-porous NiTi specimens which

were fabricated by Selective Laser Melting. Nickel ion

release from these samples was analyzed in the cell culture

medium using atom absorption spectroscopy. The results

showed that nickel release from solid, non-porous NiTi was

less than the porous samples, and that the amount of nickel

released from both solid, non-porous and porous specimens

was below cytotoxic concentrations [27].

If useful, surface modifications can reduce unwanted

corrosion and toxicity risk in porous NiTi implants. Surface

treatments have been reported to control nickel release and

enhance implant performance. Successful surface treat-

ments for NiTi implants include thermal annealing [75],

plasma ion immersion implantation (PIII) [76, 77], and

plasma vapor deposition (PVD) [73–75, 77, 78]. A limi-

tation of these methods is that they may not reach all pore

surfaces that would be in contact with the host’s tissues via

interstitial fluid. In order to modify surfaces of these

internal pores, other treatments have been suggested such

as chemical treatments [72, 79], PIII followed by chemical

treatment [73], and in situ nitriding [70, 73, 75, 80, 81]. In

order to determine nickel release before and after the sur-

face modifications, NiTi may be immersed in simulated

body fluid (SBF) solution. SBF’s ionic concentration is

similar to human blood plasma where the formation of

apatite layers are expected to be accelerated [82].

3.3 Infection

To successfully integrate a metallic fixation device, host

cells are needed to colonize the fixation surface. When

planktonic bacteria such as staphylococci adhere to the

surface of metallic devices they will compete with the host

cells for colonization. Bacterial gene expression changes

and the organisms surround themselves with a matrix

containing protein and mucopolysaccharides that form a

protective covering called a biofilm. Biofilms resist bac-

terial clearance by the host’s natural defenses and antibi-

otics [83, 84]. It should be noted that bacteria can grow

slowly or even remain dormant on metallic implants for

several months to years with infection occurring suddenly

once the numbers of bacteria reach sufficient levels to

begin to invade the surrounding tissues [85]. By adding

porosity to implants, larger surface areas within and around

the implant are vulnerable to bacterial colonization

[85, 86].

Removing biofilm is by no means easy. Therefore

controlling and understanding the key factors that prevent

bacterial adhesion is crucial in order to reduce the risk of
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infection [83]. Different factors contribute to the attach-

ment of bacteria to an implant. These include surface

topography, porosity, hydrophobic properties, intermolec-

ular forces and local environment variables [87]. Because

of all these risks (e.g., rapid corrosion, Ni? ion release,

biofilm formation, etc.), most studies have concentrated on

demonstrating effective surface treatments [83, 88–90].

3.4 Implant loosening and osseointegration

Implant loosening is a criteria for the failure of a recon-

structive surgery and it can be predicted by the required

level of torque for the loosening of the implant (more is

better) [91–94]. Non-cemented implants are more

stable than cemented implants. Cemented implants require

reaming (via a drill) leading to removal of a higher level of

bone in order to provide area for cement, and therefore a

higher level of bone loss will occur. Additionally, the

mechanical load transmitted to the surrounding bone is

higher in the non-cemented implants [93].

For non-cemented implants, osseointegration is a crucial

factor to avoid implant loosening. Branemark et al. [95]

introduced the term of ‘‘osseointegration’’ for the first time

to describe the direct structural connection between living

bone and the surface of a load carrying implant [25].

Generally, NiTi is more flexible compared to surgical

grade 5 titanium (Ti-6Al-4V) and it offers a higher level of

deflection that helps the bone integrate with the implant.

Liu et al. [28] showed more deflection (0.3–0.85 mm) on

scaffolds prepared from porous NiTi than surgical grade 5

titanium, which ultimately led to deeper penetration of

bone tissue to the porous scaffold. Additionally, their study

revealed that the push-out force increased by 20 % in the

case of using porous NiTi over Ti-6Al-4V. In addition to

introducing engineered porosity (Sect. 2.1), the osseointe-

gration of implants can be enhanced with better surface

properties (e.g., roughness and wettability).

The higher level of roughness in the surface of the

implants promotes the osseointegration and leads to an

increase in the removal torque and therefore lower risk for

implant loosening [96]. Surface roughness can be created

on an implant by various methods, such as metallic plasma

spraying, blasting, acid-etching and anodizing. Buser et al.

[96] measured the level of removal torque by calculating

interface shear strength of unloaded titanium implants, with

the same macroscopic shape but different surfaces rough-

ness, inserted in the maxilla of pigs. Their results showed

that a mean removal torque value is 0.13 Nm in the case of

using a machined surface. However, in the case of using

sandblasted and titanium plasma-sprayed surfaces there

was a significant increase in the mean removal torque (1.4

and 1.56, respectively). Elias et al. [97] also investigated

the effect of surface treatments (e.g., sandblasting, acid

etching and anodizing) on titanium implants. Based on

their study, acid-etching causes more homogenous rough-

ness on the surface and anodizing leads to smaller contact

angles. Their results indicated that an anodized implant

offers the highest removal torque value. These results were

in agreement with the previous studies and showed that the

level of roughness has a direct relationship with the

removal torque value [97]. However, Albrektsson et al.

[98] showed that the increased roughness of titanium

causes removal torque increases up to a specific value (i.e.,

1–1.5 lm) and after this critical amount, the removal tor-

que decreases.

In addition to surface roughness, wettability (e.g.,

hydrophilic and hydrophobic) of the surface also can

influence the mechanical properties at the interface of bone

and implant. Hydrophilic surfaces can lead to better

adsorption and adhesion of fibroblasts on the implant sur-

face which promote implant osseointegration. In fact, the

behavior of the proteins on the surface of an implant is

dependent on their adsorption and adhesion to the surface.

[99, 100].

4 Patient-specific metallic implant design
example: geometry and material properties
for the reconstruction of mandibular segmental
defects

Tumor resection, infection (e.g., dental abscess), congenital

abnormalities, trauma, or chronic inflammation can lead to

mandibular segmental bone defects [101]. Left untreated,

these defects can lead to airway obstruction, disfigurement,

disturbance in speech and swallowing, and diminished

masticatory ability. Surgical reconstruction methods are

intended to restore the mandible’s aesthetics and function,

including restoration of bone continuity, muscle attachment

sites, and stable dentition. None of the currently available

clinical techniques meet all of the reconstructive require-

ments for the full restoration of form and function [102].

The treating clinician must select a specific technique

based on a particular patient’s needs [103]. Each method

has certain advantages and disadvantages. For limited

defects missing bone can be replaced using only a Ti-6Al-

4V bar to bridge the gap. The repair can be supplemented

by adding allograft bone (i.e., bone tissue harvested and

processed from a different patient) that is attached to this

immobilizing bar and allowed to gradually heal in place

(Fig. 5). Patient-specific implant bars have been shown to

increase facial symmetry and aesthetic outcome in patients

undergoing mandibular resection for malignant oral tumors

[104–108]. High-resolution CT imaging and 3-D printing

were used to produce models of the individual patient’s

mandible. The fixation bar is then contoured around the
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model prior to reconstructive surgery. Post-surgically

mandibular contour symmetry is evaluated and has been

observed to be significantly higher in patients receiving a

patient-specific implant bar. The use of semi-rigid mesh as

a substitute for these rigid plates has also been suggested as

an alternative procedure due to improved cosmetic

appearance, the use of fewer screws, and a shorter surgical

procedure [109, 110]. Either procedure allows the muscles

to begin working immediately following surgery. This is

critical for the rehabilitation of mastication, speech, normal

breathing, and swallowing. The junction between the

remnant host mandible and the newly engrafted bone is

immobilized allowing the grafted and host bone to fuse.

In larger defects that are associated with deficient soft

tissues as well as bone, vascular autologous bone transfer is

the preferred method, with reports of successful bone

incorporation in up to 95 % of cases compared to methods

using non-vascularized bone graft [110–113]. Transferring

autologous bone (i.e., bone obtained directly from the

patient) with an intact blood supply makes the healing

period shorter and more reliable, reducing complications

such as bone resorption, infection, and non-union [114].

For patients who cannot tolerate the long surgeries usually

associated with vascularized bone transfer, the procedure

can be staged. The initial operation is to prepare the soft

tissues and remove the defective bone, which is replaced

by a temporary spacer made of a non-deformable material

(e.g., acrylic) [115]. After the patient heals from this pro-

cedure the second operation removes the spacer and

transfers the bone. The fibula is the most common site for

vascularized bone harvesting because it offers an adequate

length of bone and is associated with low post-operative

morbidity (i.e., health problems caused by bone harvest)

and pain. The distance between the fibula and mandible

also allows for two surgical teams to operate simultane-

ously decreasing the length of surgery. The principle dis-

advantage of the fibula for mandible bone replacement is

the lack of the necessary height and width for reliable

placement dental restoration in many patients. In these

cases bone must be added by splitting the fibula into two

pieces [116], by using distraction osteogenesis, or placing

conventional non-vascularized bone grafts [117]. Iliac crest

is another option for bone harvesting when the defect is

less than half of the mandible or when greater mandibular

height is mandatory [118]. Alloplasts are implants made

from foreign material, such as titanium. Advantages

include availability for immediate reconstruction,

decreased surgical time compared to autologous bone

grafts, and reduction in donor site morbidity [119].

There are unfortunately some recurring clinical prob-

lems associated with current reconstructive techniques for

mandibular segmental defects. These are discussed in the

following three sections:

4.1 Stress shielding and stress concentration risk

for a mandibular implant

Stress shielding is a major concern when rigid immobi-

lization plates remain permanently implanted [120]. For

example, if the immobilization hardware is left in the

patient following the attachment of crowns to dental

implants (i.e., titanium posts implanted in the grafted

bone), it will be difficult to re-establish the normal transfer

of load from muscles to mandible to teeth and from teeth to

the mandible (i.e., crown to post to mandible) during

chewing without significant loading changes brought about

by the immobilization hardware (i.e., both stress shielding

and stress concentrations at new locations).

The mandible is generally subjected to two types of

loading, muscle forces and bite forces. The masseter, tem-

poralis, and pterygoid muscles are the most important mus-

cles providing positioning and force for jaw closure during

mastication. The masseter, temporalis, and medial pterygoid

muscles all aid in elevating the mandible. The lateral

pterygoidmuscle protrudes themandible during the grinding

of food, while the posterior temporalis muscle retracts the

mandible. These muscles maintain their tone even when the

mandible is at rest. The amount of muscle force applied

during chewing depends on many factors including food

hardness, occlusion state (repositioning or chewing), bite-

loading conditions (balanced or unbalanced loading, bilat-

eral or unilateral loading, grinding, or clenching), and the

location of the teeth which are relative to the muscles and the

Fig. 5 Standard-of-Care Reconstruction of Mandibular Segmental

Defect. (Source: http://www.synthes.com/sites/NA/NAContent/Docs/

Product%20Support%20Materials/Technique%20Guides/MXTGPSP

MandibleJ11954A.pdf)
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balancing side jaw joint [121–123]. Hence, mastication is a

complicated process involving motion of the mandible in

multiple directions. Stress shielding of the bone may result

from the high modulus of metallic plates and screws. This

stiffness mismatch leads to an uneven load sharing (stress

distribution) between the implanted device, grafted bone,

and the host mandible. The eventual result may be weaken-

ing of the implanted bone and dental implant device loos-

ening, displacement, and failure [124, 125].

Implant geometry can significantly affect the distribu-

tion of stresses on the bones surrounding the implant. The

area of bone-graft interface and the diameter of the graft

are two design factors which affect stress distribution along

the reconstructed mandible [126]. Topological optimiza-

tion of any artificial components used to repair a

mandibular segmental defect can also play a crucial role

[127]. One of the goals in the reconstruction procedure is to

try to have equal graft and host bone cross sectional area at

the host-implant interface in order to produce an appro-

priate profile of stress and mitigate stress concentration

[118]. The areas of high and low stress concentrations can

be studied by finite element analysis (FEA). Based on the

result of the FEA simulation, high stress areas of the

grafted bone and implant may be thickened and fixation

hardware in areas of low stress may be reduced in size or

stiffness to reduce the possibility for stress shielding [128].

4.2 Infection of a mandibular implant

As mentioned in Sect. 3.3, infection is another issue of

concern when implants are used. This is one reason to

consider removing rigid plates, semi-rigid meshes, and

screws after an adequate period of bone healing [129]. The

benefits of fixation device removal must be balanced

against the possible adverse consequences of unfavourable

alterations of facial contour and possible interruption of

vascular supply to the underlying area of reconstruction

[130]. It is not mandatory to remove these devices

[102, 110, 130, 131]. For mandibular procedures, only 2 %

of titanium mesh [109] implants require removal, while

titanium plates are removed 17 % of the time following

reconstruction for trauma and 7 % of the time following

orthognathic reconstruction [110]. Removal of the semi-

rigid mesh panels commonly used for mandible recon-

struction is much more difficult than removal of a rigid

plate. This is due to connective tissue growth around and

through the lattice structure of the mesh panel.

4.3 Muscle re-attachment during mandibular

segmental defect repair

Another potential limitation for mandibular reconstruction

is muscle re-attachment. Incision, mastication (chewing),

and speech, are functions that require stable muscle

attachment to move the mandible. Often the masticatory

muscles (i.e., temporalis, pterygoid, and masseter muscles)

will be detached from the bone either because of the

original process leading to bone loss or because bone is lost

during surgical reconstruction. Full functional restoration

depends upon successfully reattaching the muscles to

grafted bone or metallic implants. For example, when a

segmental defect involves the angle and/or the coronoid

process of the mandible, reconstruction requires that all the

muscles be detached from the mandibular ramus. The

likelihood of reattachment is increased if the bone can be

removed and reconstructed with preservation of the

periosteum (i.e., the soft tissue superficially investing the

bone) through which the muscle attachments pass to reach

the underlying cortical bone. Failure for these muscles to

re-attach to host bone or to grafted bone is possible; in

these cases secondary re-attachment is often successful

[132]. In many cases the muscles can be merely re-ap-

proximated [133], while in other cases they are sutured,

with the sutures sometimes being attached to bone-an-

chored plates and screws [134]. Wang et al. [135] used

Raman spectroscopy to study the reattachment of muscles

to grafted bone in a dog model. If the muscles are not

successfully re-approximated, there is concern that re-at-

tached masticatory muscles may undergo functional

degradation through functional shortening [133], damage,

or disuse atrophy [136], thereby making it difficult to

restore chewing, breathing, swallowing, and speech.

Muscle reattachment to porous NiTi has been demon-

strated as well. Rhalmi et al. [137] used scanning electron

microscopy to study biocompatibility of porous NiTi in both

bone and muscle in a rabbit model. Muscular implants

showed incorporation into the muscular tissue in as little as

3 weeks and continued attachment strength up to 12 weeks.

A fine fibrous capsule developed around the implant rapidly

indicating quick integration and high biocompatibility. By

3 weeks fibrous material had penetrated all pores and by

12 weeks no fibrous encapsulation was seen, indicating

long-term biocompatibility. Muscle tissue fibers at the

implant junction oriented themselves towards the pores of

the implant. Control of pore orientation inNiTi implantsmay

therefore aid in soft-tissue integration. By 12 weeks orga-

nized connective tissue bundles integrated between muscle

fascicles were also seen at the implant junction resulting in

greater reattachment strength of the muscle.

5 Discussion and conclusions

Mandibular defects caused by bone loss may create dis-

ability in speech, mastication, swallowing, and breathing as

well as disfigurement in personal appearance that can be
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devastating. There are a variety of reconstructive methods

that are described for restoring mandibular bone and

improving function. These are based on some combination

of implanted devices and bone tissue transfer. The simplest

approach is to replace the missing bone with a metallic

implant that bridges the segmental gap. For the most

extensive defects, autologous vascularized bone transfer

using microvascular surgical technique is the most reliable

method for repair. In all cases, in order to hold the bone in

place, rigid plates or semi-rigid mesh are used to immo-

bilize the transferred bone during the healing process.

Broadly speaking, the current problems associated with

bone reconstruction fall into the following categories:

stress shielding, stress concentration, corrosion and toxicity

risk, infection, and muscle re-attachment. Muscle and bite

forces are the two main types of forces that act on the

mandible. They have to be shared appropriately between

the mandible, implants (e.g., plates or mesh, bone graft,

bone screws), and teeth. However, the high stiffness mis-

match of current metal implants and immobilization

hardware versus the adjacent host tissue may lead to

abnormal stress–strain trajectories which cause stress

shielding and stress concentrations. Loss of density occurs

around implant regions that stress shield and may even

result in subsequent implant failure. Similarly, abnormal

stress concentrations may damage adjacent host structures

or lead to fixation screw pull-out. Porous NiTi and

resorbable Mg-based alloys are promising implant materi-

als due to their low stiffness, which can be tuned to match

that of host bone (see Sects. 4 and 5 in Part I of this paper

[1, 17, 139–144]). In addition to functional requirements,

adequate geometry for a mandibular implant can also help

in aesthetic restoration.

Metallic implant corrosion may be associated with an

allergic response, cytotoxicity or genotoxicity due to ion

release. However, many Ti alloys, including NiTi, have been

shown to be biocompatible. The level of Ni? release from

SLM-rendered porous NiTi alloys is not associated with

toxicity. Current surface treatments insure that a passivation

oxide layer is not damaged under physiological loading

conditions. Commonly used NiTi implant surface treatments

include: thermal annealing, plasma ion immersion implan-

tation (PIII), plasma vapor deposition (PVD), chemical

treatments, the PIII method followed by chemical treatment,

and in situ nitriding. It should be noted that viable chemical

surface modifications are critical for porous devices as

submersion techniques can insure that all surfaces exposed

to interstitial fluid within the patient have been treated.

Infection of metal implants is caused by colonization of

bacteria on the surface of the implant. The potential for

bacteria to colonize a porous NiTi implant (i.e., one with

greater surface area) is higher compared to non-porous

devices. Removal of infected metallic hardware is

mandatory. The removal of implanted mesh is more diffi-

cult than solid plates due to connective tissue growth

around and through the mesh panel. However, the inci-

dence of cases requiring mesh hardware removal is small

(2 %) compared to that of plate hardware removal (i.e.,

17 % trauma, 7 % orthognathic). Elective non-urgent

(planned) removal of metallic implants is desirable to

decrease stress shielding. Stress shielding caused by this

hardware from mandibular segmental defects can be

associated with the loss of normal facial contour and may

disrupt the vascular supply of the underlying bone graft. In

the future, resorbable fixation implants may also offer a

new solution to this problem. Another issue that is specific

to mandibular segmental defect reconstruction is detach-

ment of the surrounding masticatory muscles and their

entheses when the resection site includes the angle and/or

coronoid process of the mandible. Muscle reattachment is

usually uneventful, but is of great importance to the

restoration of mandibular function.

The safety and potential utility of porous NiTi and

magnesium alloy metallic implants for reconstructive sur-

gical immobilization hardware has been confirmed, how-

ever neither has been translated to the clinic for use in

mandibular reconstruction. In vivo and in vitro studies have

reported that bone ingrowth and osseointegration in porous

NiTi implants are higher than with solid, non-porous NiTi

and solid, nonporous or porous Ti-6Al-4V implants. The

three primary reasons cited for this observation are as

follows: (1) Porous NiTi implants provide adequate pore

size and high void volume. This space is available for bone

infilling. (2) Pore interconnectivity and superelasticity of

NiTi give the implant pump-like, capillary properties

which facilitates absorption of the surrounding fluid. (3)

Porous NiTi implants are more bioactive and can have a

modulus closer to the surrounding host tissue than solid,

non-porous NiTi implants.
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